
Bloomberg  Short Term Bank Yield Index (BSBY) 
Alternative Reference Rate for Lending Solutions 
The Bloomberg Short Term Bank Yield Index (BSBY) is Bank of 
America’s preferred replacement for most USD LIBOR-based 
loans. 

BSBY provides borrowers forward-looking term rates to use when 
forecasting interest accruals on loans. 

BSBY reflects current market lending costs of global financial 
institutions, which supports efficient and transparent credit 
transfer pricing to borrowers. 

BSBY Characteristics are similar to USD LIBOR. 

• Represents average cost at which large, global banks access 
USD unsecured wholesale funding  

• Unsecured, forward-looking credit-sensitive rate; designed to 
be similar to USD LIBOR for loans 

• Calculated based on robust transaction-related data and firm 
executable quotes from USD bank deposits, commercial 
paper, CDs and secondary trades for short-term bank bonds 
(3-day rolling window - ~180B of transactions across ~30 
global financial institutions) 

• BSBY is published each business day at 8 am EST in overnight, 
1m, 3m, 6m and 12m tenors Note: Bank of America is not 
generally offering  12m tenor loans 

• The whitepaper on BSBY may be found here 

BSBY vs. LIBOR 

• Both reflect bank market lending costs 

• As forward-looking rates, both anticipate policy rate moves 

• BSBY rate is calculated using market data and designed to 
comply with ISOCO principles, whereas LIBOR is expert 
judgment based 

BSBY vs. SOFR 

• Both based on significant transactional volume 

• Neither reliant on expert judgment 

• SOFR is a secured lending rate while BSBY rate represents 
unsecured wholesale funding costs of global banks  
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• Filter, aggregate, anonymize data
• Run data checks
• Execute threshold checks
• Apply curve fitting methodology

O/N             1M           3M           6M           12M

How BSBY is produced

Forward-looking 
term structure

Pricing calculated 
similarly to LIBOR

Enables borrowers to calculate interest 
accruals at day one of the interest period

Price = BSBY + client spread

Independently 
reviewed IOSCO compliant, index approved by S&P

 

Key take-aways 
In a 3-year back-test, Bloomberg reports a 99.6% correlation 
with 1M LIBOR. 

As a forward-looking term rate, BSBY endeavors to anticipate 
policy rate moves in advance. As an overnight rate, Overnight 
SOFR reflects rate moves after the fact. 

Overnight SOFR is based on repo (secured overnight) 
transactions, and will respond to liquidity changes in that 
market. BSBY will respond to conditions in financial markets 
which affect pricing of short-term funding sources enabling 
efficient borrower pricing based on bank’s current cost of 
capital.  
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This presentation reflects Bank of America’s understanding of benchmark reform matters as of July 20, 2021, the content is subject to change without notice, and 
Bank of America accepts no obligation to update or correct the information and accepts no liability for the impact of reliance on, or any decisions made based upon, 
the information, views or opinion expressed herein. Clients should consult their financial, legal, accounting, tax or other professional advisors on matters relating to 
the possible implications of a change or discontinuation of LIBOR or benchmark interest rates 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/product/indices/bsby/
https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/download/bloomberg-bsby-report-july-1-2021/?utm_medium=dotcom&utm_source=Annoucement&utm_content=BsbyReportJuly2021


Notice to Recipient 
 
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (also referred to as “MLPF&S” or “Merrill”) makes available certain investment products sponsored, managed, 
distributed or provided by companies that are affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“BofA Corp.”). MLPF&S is a registered broker-dealer, registered investment 
adviser, Member SIPC, and a wholly owned subsidiary of BofA Corp. 

   
   
  Banking products are provided by Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks, Members FDIC, and wholly owned subsidiaries of BofA Corp. 

   
  Investment products: 

   
   Are Not FDIC Insured | Are Not Bank Guaranteed | May Lose Value | 

   
Neither Bank of America nor any of its affiliates provide legal, tax or accounting advice. You should consult your legal and/or tax advisors before making any financial 
decisions. 
 
These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly  
addressed and delivered (the “Company”) in connection with an actual or potential mandate or engagement and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other 
than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement with us. These materials are based on information provided by or on behalf of the Company and/or other 
potential transaction participants, from public sources or otherwise reviewed by us. We assume no responsibility for independent investigation or verification of such 
information (including, without limitation, data from third party suppliers) and have relied on such information being complete and accurate in all material respects. To 
the extent such information includes estimates and forecasts of future financial performance prepared by or reviewed with the managements of the Company and/or 
other potential transaction participants or obtained from public sources, we have assumed that such estimates and forecasts have been reasonably prepared on bases 
reflecting the best currently available estimates and judgments of such managements (or, with respect to estimates and forecasts obtained from public sources,  
represent reasonable estimates). No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and nothing  
contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a representation, whether as to the past, the present or the future. These materials were designed for use by specific 
persons familiar with the business and affairs of the Company and are being furnished and should be considered only in connection with other information, oral or 
written, being provided by us in connection herewith. These materials are not intended to provide the sole basis for evaluating, and should not be considered a 
recommendation with respect to, any transaction or other matter. These materials do not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or purchase any securities and are 
not a commitment by Bank of America Corporation or any of its affiliates to provide or arrange any financing for any transaction or to purchase any security in connection 
therewith. These materials are for discussion purposes only and are subject to our review and assessment from a legal, compliance, accounting policy and risk 
perspective, as appropriate, following our discussion with the Company. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials. These materials have 
not been prepared with a view toward public disclosure under applicable securities laws or otherwise, are intended for the benefit and use of the Company, and may 
not be reproduced, disseminated, quoted or referred to, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent. These materials may not reflect information known to 
other professionals in other business areas of Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates. 
   
Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates (collectively, the “BAC Group”) comprise a full service securities firm and commercial bank engaged in securities,  
commodities and derivatives trading, foreign exchange and other brokerage activities, and principal investing as well as providing investment, corporate and private  
banking, asset and investment management, financing and strategic advisory services and other commercial services and products to a wide range of corporations ,  
governments and individuals, domestically and offshore, from which conflicting interests or duties, or a perception thereof, may arise. In the ordinary course of these 
activities, parts of the BAC Group at any time may invest on a principal basis or manage funds that invest, make or hold long or short positions, finance positions or trade 
or otherwise effect transactions, for their own accounts or the accounts of customers, in debt, equity or other securities or financial instruments (including derivatives, 
bank loans or other obligations) of the Company, potential counterparties or any other company that may be involved in a transaction. Products and services that may 
be referenced in the accompanying materials may be provided through one or more affiliates of Bank of America Corporation. We have adopted policies and guidelines  
designed to preserve the independence of our research analysts. These policies prohibit employees from offering research coverage, a favorable research rating or a 
specific price target or offering to change a research rating or price target as consideration for or an inducement to obtain business or other compensation. We are 
required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies the Company, which information includes the name and address of the Company and other 
information that will allow us to identify the Company in accordance, as applicable, with the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56 (signed into law October 26, 
2001)) and such other laws, rules and regulations as applicable within and outside the United States. 
   
We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice. If any person uses or refers to any such tax statement in promoting, marketing or recommending a 
partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement to any taxpayer, then the statement expressed herein is being delivered to support the promotion or 
marketing of the transaction or matter addressed and the recipient should seek advice based on its particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 
Notwithstanding anything that may appear herein or in other materials to the contrary, the Company shall be permitted to disclose the tax treatment and tax structure  
of a transaction (including any materials, opinions or analyses relating to such tax treatment or tax structure, but without disclosure of identifying information or any 
nonpublic commercial or financial information (except to the extent any such information relates to the tax structure or tax treatment)) on and after the earliest to 
occur of the date of (i) public announcement of discussions relating to such transaction, (ii) public announcement of such transaction or (iii) execution of a definitive  
agreement (with or without conditions) to enter into such transaction; provided, however, that if such transaction is not consummated for any reason, the provisions  
of this sentence shall cease to apply.  
 
© 2021 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. 


